RUSSIA WAS ONCE A CHRISTIAN NATION
By Pastor Del Wray

The Jewish Destruction of Christian Civilization
“If you can't take up a sword then pick up a pen while during times
of universal deceit, telling the truth becomes a revolutionary act”.
How the Jews murdered the Russian Royal Family:
It was the greatest travesty beside the crucifixion of Jesus Christ in
the history of mankind.
The Russian Imperial Family of Tzar Nicholas II were pious Orthodox
Christians. They exemplified all that is precious in a family, namely,
Christian piety and love for one‟s neighbor.
But the Anti-Christ Jews murdered this preciousness! From then on
the world has witnessed and felt the effects of the decline of the
family, the staple of an ethical, Christian society. But Anti-Christian
Jews, like Jacob Schiff, Chairman of Kuhn & Loeb Bank, who
financed the Bolshevik Revolution, have wreaked their destruction on
Christian civilization.
Why Rothschild‟s really wanted the murder of Tzar Nicholas II and
his Christian Family.
Why Rothschild‟s really wanted the murder of Tzar Nicholas II and
his Christian Family: NWO Revenge! New World Order
What you‟re seeing in Europe today since 2012, it is a fiscal crisis
manufactured for the sole intentions of having the individual
countries of Europe sign over their sovereignty to form a grand
Central Bank of Europe for and run by the house of Rothschild. The
evil eminence own daughter came with the paperwork and each
country signed over sovereignty it was assured because this time they
had their man in charge in each county whether a technocrat or
elected they all signed. Europe now has their own FED!! Awful isn‟t
it.

But if we look back in time the Rothschild tried to have Europe once
before become a world government this was in Tsar Alexander I of
Russia‟s time. And All of Europe indebted to Rothschild family was
ready to sign their sovereignty back then, all except for one, Lincoln‟s
friend. The Tsar of Russia! Rothschild was so upset that he sent in his
assassins but the dream of a one world government wasn‟t meant to
be just yet. So how did Rothschild‟s get so damn powerful?
Read this from the Rothschild‟s Timeline it starts out by Rothschild
funding both sides of war with the fighting kings borrowing the
money from Rothschild and his family.
1815: The five Rothschild brothers work to supply gold to both
Wellington‟s army (through Nathan in England) and Napoleon‟s army
(through Jacob in France), and begin their policy of funding both
sides in wars. The Rothschild‟s love wars because they are massive
generators of risk free debt.
This is because they are guaranteed by the government of a country,
and therefore the efforts of the population of that country, and it
doesn‟t matter if that country loses the war because the loans are
given on the guarantee that the victor will honour the debts of the
vanquished.
Whilst the Rothschild‟s are funding both sides in this war, they use
the banks they have spread out across Europe to give them the
opportunity to set up an unrivalled postal service network of secret
routes and fast couriers. The post these couriers carried was to be
opened up by these couriers and their details given to the Rothschild‟s
so they always were one step ahead of current events.
Furthermore, these Rothschild couriers were the only merchants
allowed to pass through the English and French blockades. It was
these couriers who also kept Nathan Mayer Rothschild up to date
with how the war was going so he could use that intelligence to buy
and sell from his position on the stock exchange in accordance with
that intelligence.
One of Rothschild‟s couriers was a man named Rothworth. When the
outcome of the Battle of Waterloo was won by the British, Rothworth

took off for the Channel and was able to deliver this news to Nathan
Mayer Rothschild, a full 24 hours before Wellington‟s own courier.
At that time British bonds were called consuls and they were traded
on the floor of the stock exchange. Nathan Mayer Rothschild
instructed all his workers on the floor to start selling consuls. This
made all the other traders believe that the British had lost the war so
they started selling frantically.
Therefore the consuls plummeted in value which was when Nathan
Mayer Rothschild discreetly instructed his workers to purchase all the
consuls they could lay their hands on.
When news came through that the British had actually won the war,
the consuls went up to a level even higher than before the war ended
leaving Nathan Mayer Rothschild with a return of approximately 20
to 1 on his investment.
This gave the Rothschild family complete control of the British
economy, now the financial centre of the world following Napoleon‟s
defeat, and forced England to set up a new Bank of England, which
Nathan Mayer Rothschild controlled.
Interestingly 100 years later the New York Times would run a story
stating that Nathan Mayer Rothschild‟s grandson had attempted to
secure a court order to suppress publication of a book which had this
insider trading story in it. The Rothschild family claimed the story
was untrue and libelous, but the court denied the Rothschild‟s request
and ordered the family to pay all court costs.
Back to 1815, this is the year Nathan Mayer Rothschild makes his
famous statement,
“F… the queen I care not what puppet is placed upon the throne of
England to rule the Empire on which the sun never sets. The man
who controls Britain‟s money supply controls the British Empire, and
I control the British money supply.”

He would go onto brag that in the 17 years he had been in England he
had increased the £20,000 stake given to him by his father, 2500
times to £50 million.
The Rothschild‟s also use their control of the Bank of England to
replace the method of shipping gold from country to country and
instead used their five banks spread across Europe to set up a system
of paper debits and credits, the banking system of today.
By the end of this century, a period of time that was known as the,
“Age of the Rothschild‟s,” it is estimated that the Rothschild family
controlled half the wealth of the world.
However something that did not go well for the Rothschild‟s this year
was the Congress of Vienna, which started in September, 1814 and
concluded in June of this year. The reason for this Congress of
Vienna was for the Rothschild‟s to create a form of world government,
to give them complete political control over much of the civilized
world.
Many of the European governments were in debt to the Rothschild‟s,
so they figured they could use that as a bargaining tool. However the
Tsar Alexander I of Russia, who had not succumbed to a Rothschild
central bank, would not go along with the plan, so the Rothschild
world government plan failed.
Enraged by this, Nathan Mayer Rothschild swore that some day he or
his descendants would destroy the Tsar Alexander I‟s entire family
and descendants. Unfortunately he was true to his word and 102
years later Rothschild funded Bolsheviks would act upon that
promise.
Rothschild‟s fulfilled the pledge 102 years later.
It must be said again that The Jews Murdered the Russian Royal
Family and it was the greatest travesty beside the crucifixion of Jesus
Christ in the history of mankind.

The Russian Imperial Family of Tzar Nicholas II were pious Orthodox
Christians. They exemplified all that is precious in a family, namely,
Christian piety and love for one‟s neighbor.
But the Anti-Christ Jews murdered this preciousness! From then on
the world has witnessed and felt the effects of the decline of the
family, the staple of an ethical, Christian society. But Anti-Christian
Jews, like Jacob Schiff, Chairman of Kuhn & Loeb Bank, who
financed the Bolshevik Revolution, have wreaked their destruction on
Christian civilization and they have avowed that it will not end until
they control the entire world and have wipe Christ and Christianity
from off the earth.
The Rothschild‟s, Warburgs and Schiffs, interconnected by marriage,
and were essentially the same family.
It was this Jew, Jacob Schiff, who brought Leon Trotsky (born “Lev
Bronstein”) to New York in February 1916. Trotsky recruited Russian
Jews from New York‟s Russian Jewish immigrant population in the
Lower East Side of Manhattan and trained them as revolutionaries.
On March 27 1917, Trotsky and his 300 well-trained Jewish
communists from Manhattan‟s Lower East Side boarded the
Norwegian steamer “Kristianiafjord” for a journey that brought them
to St. Petersburg in Russia.
Their purpose was to establish a Marxist government under the
leadership of Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin. Before departing, Jacob
Schiff gave this group $20 million in gold.
The Royal Family Flees & Pursued By Jewish Communists
With support from inside the Social Democratic party and many of
the Jewish-run soviets, Lenin, joined by Trotsky from New York,
gained the upper hand over the Kerensky government.
In August of 1917, the Russian Royal Family fled to Tobolsk in
Siberia. They stayed at the Governors House until April 1918. They
hoped to escape to England where King George V, a Romanov cousin,

would hopefully grant them refuge. But he refused due to pressure
from Jewish groups.
On April 22 1918, the Jew, Jacob Sverdlov, first President of the
Soviet Union, sent his aide, the Jew, Yankel Yakovlev, to Tobolsk to
persuade Tzar Nicholas II to agree to sanction the Brest-Litovsk peace
treaty. Tzar Nicholas refused for he considered the treaty an „eternal
disgrace to Russia.‟ He did though agree to return to Moscow as he
was told that the Germans were willing to grant him asylum.
They got as far as Ekaterinburg in the Urals where the train was
halted by the Regional Soviets dominated by four Jews,
Goloshchekin, Safarov, Voikov and Syromolotov. These four
communist Jews appointed the Jew, Jacob Yurovsky, son of a local
Jewish ex-convict, as the head the local Cheka (Soviet Secret Police)
in Ekaterinburg. Yurovsky was given the assignment to imprison,
plan, and carry out, the assassination of the Russian Royal Family.
The Jew Yurovsky brought the Russian Royal Family to a former
house of a wealthy Jewish merchant named Ipatiev, now made into a
prison for the Tzar and his family. It should be noted that
Ekaterinburg, named after named after St Catherine the Great, was
renamed “Sverdlovsk” in 1924 in honor of Jacob Sverdlov who gave
the final order to execute the Russian Royal Family.
On July 4 1918, the Jew Yurovsky dismissed all the Russian soldiers
who were guarding the Tzar except for a Pavel Medvedev, a Cheka
Jewish spy. Yurovsky replaced the loyal-to-the-Tzar Russian soldiers
with Jewish communist assassins from Hungary. That they were
Jewish communists from Hungary, their scribbling on the walls
indicated.
On July 15 1918, two representatives from the Soviet Extraordinary
Commission, one of them being the Jew, Philip Golochtchekine, came
to the Ipatiev house with an order from the Jew Jacob Yurovsky to
execute the Russian Royal Family.
On July 17 1918, about midnight, the Jew Yurovsky brought Tzar &
Tzarina Nicholas and Alexandra, and their four daughters, the maid,
the doctor, the cook, and the waiter to the basement. The Tzar carried

the heir Alexei in his arms. They were told that they were to pose for a
group picture. The Jewish assassins, Medvedev, Nikulin, Yermakov,
Vaganov, were waiting. Medvedev claimed that he was outside at the
time of the execution as his guilty conscience shamed his tongue into
lying.
The Jew Yurovsky then pulled out his revolver and pointed it directly
at the Tsar‟s head and fired. Tzar Nicholas II died instantly. Next, he
shot Tzarina Alexandra as she made the sign of the Cross. Olga,
Tatiana, Maria, and Anastasia, were shot next. Demidova, the maid,
survived the first volley, so the Jewish Cheka assassins decided to
bayonet her 30 times.
As the room became silent there was a low groan. Alexei was still in
the arms of the Tsar and alive. The Jew Yurovsky stepped up and
fired two shots into the boy‟s ear. All the members of the Tsar‟s family
were lying on the floor with many wounds in their bodies. The blood
was running in streams.
From the Rothschild timeline states.
The Rothschild‟s order the execution by the Bolsheviks they control,
of Tsar Nicholas II and his entire family in Russia, even though the
Tsar had already abdicated on March 2. This is both to get control of
the country and an act of revenge for Tsar Alexander I blocking their
world government plan in 1815 at the Congress of Vienna, and Tsar
Alexander II siding with President Abraham Lincoln in 1864.
It is extremely important for them to slaughter the entire family
including women and children in order to make good on the promise
to do so made by Nathan Mayer Rothschild in 1815. It is designed to
show the world what happens if you ever attempt to cross the
Rothschild‟s.
It has been said that Vladimir Putin wants to restore the Romanov
Dynasty.

